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WHIRL SUPPLIES   • WHIRL KIDS STORY BIBLES  • WHIRL KIDS STUDY BIBLES  • DVD  • LEAFLETS

Paul, Silas, and the Earthquake
UNEXPECTED
Acts 16:16-34

What’s happening in this story?
Paul and Silas encounter a slave girl who makes money for her masters 
telling fortunes with her “spirit of divination.” She knows Paul’s mission 
and lets everyone else know it. Paul gets annoyed and casts out her 
“spirit.” Her masters, having lost their revenue, have Paul and Silas thrown 
in jail. Paul and Silas preach their faith in prison by singing and praying. 
Then, after an earthquake opens the cells, the guard almost takes his life 
because he thinks his prisoners have escaped. However Paul, Silas, and 
the other prisoners remain. This act of obedience moves the guard to 
release them and have his entire family baptized.

What does this story mean for kids?
Kids might have some difficulty understanding everything happening to 
Paul and Silas, so focus on the section after they get put in jail. The powerful 
part of the story is that Paul and Silas stayed after the earthquake. Their 
presence and trust in Jesus changed everything for the jailer and led to 
his family’s baptism. The fact they stayed emphasizes the unexpected 
nature of the story and how God shows up in unexpected places. Kids love 
surprises—surprise parties, opening presents, and even magic tricks. Ask 
kids what unexpected way God has “popped up” in their lives.

Why this theme?
Is there a better word to describe God? Paul is a great example of how 
God can unexpectedly show up in our lives and change our direction. 

TEACHING TIP 
Be sensitive to the fact 
that kids may have 
experiences of family 
members who are or 
have been in jail. Talking 
about prison could be 
difficult for some kids, 
and they would likely 
not want to talk about 
it with others. Affirm 
that God loves Paul and 
Silas, along with anyone 
who might be labeled a 
“prisoner.”

GENERAL SUPPLIES LESSON SUPPLIES 
• Pencils
• Markers
• Scissors
• Tape

• Whirl Classroom Song CD
• Music source
• Yarn (precut into 2-ft. 

lengths; 1 per kid)

• Fort-building materials 
(tables, chairs, blankets, etc.)

• Whiteboard with markers
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WELCOME 15

Circle up with kids for an opening 
conversation.
What do you expect to happen after church today? 
Will you be surprised if that doesn’t happen? What is 
something unexpected that could happen instead? 
How would you respond? Give kids time to think and 
share. In today’s story, the apostle Paul and his 
friend Silas are in jail. Maybe they expected it to be 
cold and quiet and unhappy. Maybe they expected 
to be there a long time. But then, some really 
unexpected things happen.

Pray together: Holy God, surprise us today with 
unexpected goodness and love. Help us to see you 
working around us. Amen.

Pass out leaflets and pencils.
Help older kids find a younger buddy. Use the code 
on your leaflet to figure out the word by writing 
one letter in each blank. Hint: It is something 

unexpected. Prereaders can find the letter in the encryption code, and readers can 
write the letters on each leaflet. Then they can sound out the answer together: SURPRISE. 
Often, when we have something happen to us that is not expected, our initial 
response is to be surprised. What are some other reactions we might have when 
something unexpected happens? Collect their leaflets until Respond.

Gather kids around the screen where you’ll watch the video.
Victor and Monty are exploring in the woods together when they get a little stuck. 
Let’s see how they react.

View Episode 12, “Praise Cage,” on the Year Blue Spring DVD.

Ask kids these questions about the video:

• What are Victor and Monty searching for in the woods?

• Who set the trap originally? Why?

• How does Victor suggest they get free? Why doesn’t that work?

• What does Monty do to make himself feel better?

• What helps you feel better when you are afraid or lonely?

Do some kids arrive 
early? Try this.
Turn on music from the 
Whirl Classroom Song 
CD. Invite kids to play 
their favorite songs and 
create dance moves 
or hand motions to go 
with them.
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HEAR 15

Open your Whirl Kids Story Bibles and Whirl Kids Study Bibles.
Have younger kids find an older buddy. Invite them to find Acts 16:16-34 on page 1326 of the 
Whirl Kids Study Bible. Paul and Silas were traveling and teaching people about Jesus. 
In this story, they heal a girl but are then put in jail for helping her. We might think 
we know what to expect next, but Paul and Silas experience many surprising and 
unexpected things.

Invite kids to listen for unexpected things that happen in the story. Each time they hear one, 
they can look surprised and make “jazz hands” by raising their arms and wiggling their fingers. 
Read aloud while kids listen. Many surprising and unexpected things happened to Paul 
and Silas. Even the jailer was surprised that the two men stayed in the jail after the 
earthquake.

Read what Gabe says about Acts 16:25-26 on page 1328. Then read Ada and Otto’s questions 
and comments on pages 366 and 368 of the Whirl Kids Story Bible.

Ask these questions after you read the story: 

• Why were Paul and Silas in jail?

• How did Paul and Silas comfort the other prisoners (as well as themselves)?

• What did Paul and Silas do after the earthquake hit?

• How did the jailer feel when he thought he was going to get in trouble? How do you feel when you 
think you might get in trouble?

• Do you know any songs that comfort you or help you feel close to God?

Play together!
Build a fort in the middle of the room with tables, chairs, and blankets. Have everyone get inside and pretend 
that you are Paul and Silas (or Monty and Victor). Play and sing along with “Bubblin’,” track 14 on the Whirl 
Classroom Song CD. Singing can help people feel better when they’re worried or upset. Silas and Paul 
made the best of a bad situation by singing songs. In the middle of the song, have kids drum on the floor 
to make the sound of an earthquake, but no one leaves the fort!

When Paul called the spirit 
out of the girl, she was no 
longer able to tell fortunes to 
make money for her masters. 
This is why Paul and Silas were 
put in jail.

BIBLE BIT 
If you watch the video again, 
be sure to figure out what 
came out of the cannons.

WATCH IT AGAIN 
Look up the history of the 
song “Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot” and discuss with 
the class. Learn to sing this 
song together, and offer it as 
special music in worship.

OUR CHURCH 
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RESPOND 10

LAUNCH 10

Pass out leaflets and pencils. 
Unfold and tear off leaflet square. 

1. Set up a whiteboard with markers.

2. When Monty and Victor were stuck in the cage, they made up a song. We are going to work 
together to make up new verses to their song.

3. Rewatch the song that Monty and Victor sing, starting the video at 2:08.

4. Look on your leaflet for the words to Monty and Victor’s song. What other words or phrases would 
fit their melody? Brainstorm together, giving kids time to be creative and play with words that rhyme. 
Write ideas on the whiteboard.

5. If the group gets stuck, here are a few examples to get their brains going.
• When you’re down and have a frown, you still got God!
• When you’re blue, don’t know what to do, you still got God!
• When you’re stuck, can’t stand or duck, you still got God!
• When it’s dark at home, school, or the park, you still got God!

6. Once you have a couple more verses, practice singing them together.

7. Invite kids to write, or have a buddy write, one of the new verses on their leaflets.

8. Let’s sing the song all the way through one more time with all the verses.

9. Singing helped Victor and Monty and Paul and Silas feel better. Singing reminds us that God is 
there with us, even when we are stuck. What’s one of your favorite songs?

Circle up with kids for a quick review.
God changes lives in unexpected ways. What were the unexpected things that happened in today’s story?

Pass out leaflet panels, markers, scissors, tape, and yarn.
What’s pictured in the first circle on your leaflet? (Paul, Silas, and the earthquake in the prison.) The 
earthquake was an unexpected event in our story today. In the second circle, draw an unexpected 
event that has happened to you. Cut out the circles. Tape the two ends of the yarn to the back of a 
circle, then tape the circles together back-to-back. Wear your necklace home to remind you of God’s 
unexpected surprises.

Send kids out with a blessing.
Circle up with kids. God blesses all of us. And that means me (place a hand on your chest). And that 
means you (place your other hand on the shoulder of the kid next to you). Each kid passes the blessing by 
repeating those words and actions. When the blessing makes it back to you, say, Go and bless the world.

Thank kids for coming today. Remind them of the Family Square on the other side of the leaflet.




